Triple reuptake inhibitor potentially ameliorates the chronic unpredictable stress induced comorbid depression and anxiety: A Behavioural based rodent test battery evaluation
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ABSTRACT
Depression and anxiety tend to be the most prevalent conditions among the multitude of neurobehavioural disorders which cause distress in chronic stress condition. The objective of the present investigation was to examine the effect of DOV-216303 (a triple re-uptake inhibitor) in depression-like and anxiety-like behaviour of rats following CUS. Rats were subjected to an experimental setting of CUS for 20 days. Escitalopram (10 mg/kg and DOV-216303 (2.5, 5 and 10 mg/kg) were administered to stressed and sham rats for 14 days during stress period from day 7 of stress induction. Following the CUS and treatment, rats were subjected to a rodent’s behavioural test battery (depression/anxiety). The results demonstrate the depression-like behaviour of CUS rats in modified open field exploration, socio-sexual interaction. In addition, an anxiety-like behaviour was evident in social interaction and elevated plus-maze exploration paradigms. Chronic treatment with Escitalopram (10 mg/kg) and DOV-216303 (5 and 10 mg/kg) significantly attenuated the CUS associated behavioural deficits. In conclusion, the aforesaid behavioural anomalies observed in CUS rats are analogous to comorbid anxiety and depression in humans.
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INTRODUCTION
The term “comorbidity” has often been a mystery and is a bottleneck in the antidepressant and anxiolytic drug developments. Comorbidity is usually referred as the co-occurrence (or dual diagnosis) of two disorders or syndromes in the same patient, regardless of whether the disorders are co-incidentally or casually linked1. Comorbidity is also well-known for the epidemiologic linkage between two disorders in which one share the pathologic mechanisms over the other23. The diagnostic and statistical manual of mental disorder (DSM-IV) includes a category of mixed anxiety and depressive disorder, which is the association of sub-threshold depressive symptoms and sub-threshold anxiety when neither symptoms of anxiety nor symptoms of depression (when considered separately) are severe enough for the diagnosis of a disorder to be justified. Nearly half of depressed patients have anxiety symptoms and vice-versa1 depression exacerbated by anxiety is associated with a much higher suicide rate than that in the general non-depressed population.4 Neuro-biochemical evidence also suggests that both conditions are related to disturbances in serotonergic, dopaminergic and nor-adrenergic transmission and regulation.5 Chronic unpredictable stress (CUS) lead depression and anxiety also witness the change in level of BDNF and corticosterone. Brain-derived-neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is one of several
endogenous proteins that play a critical role in the survival, maintenance, and growth of central and peripheral neurons. Depressed patients with comorbid anxiety disorders have a inferior prognosis; are less responsive to therapy and may encounter greater deficits in psycho-social task as compared with depressed patients without comorbid anxiety disorders. Most antidepressant currently in use increases the synaptic biogenic amine with majority of drug selectively inhibiting the reuptake of serotonin and norepinephrine. These compounds include serotonin and norepinephrine (dual) reuptake inhibitors such as venlafaxine and milnacipran, serotonin-selective reuptake inhibitors including citalopram, fluoxetine and paroxetine, and norepinephrine-specific reuptake inhibitors such as reboxetine. Nevertheless, monotherapy with selective 5-HT reuptake inhibitors leaves room for improvement, as approximately 30% of patients do not respond to treatment and many more show only a partial therapeutic response. The application of selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRIs) in the depression therapy is well known, (fluoxetine). There are various issues with the use of SSRIs: latency of onset (2–3 weeks), lack of efficacy (approximately 30% non-responders) and unwanted side effects for instance sexual dysfunction, sleep disturbances, nausea, anxiety and reduced appetite. Further a newer approach to address some of these concerns has been the development of SNRIs (Serotonin and Nor-epinephrine re-uptake inhibitors) for example venlafaxine. Recently, so-called triple inhibitors, which additionally block the dopamine transporter was evacuated. Previously it has been shown that DOV 216,303 (a tripe re-uptake inhibitor) has antidepressant-like effects in the forced swim test (both rats and mice) and the mouse tail suspension test (Skolnick et al, 2003) as well as in humans. In the current study, DOV 216,303 has been evaluated for the chronic CUS induced comorbid depression and anxiety. This particular model is thought to mimic the everyday, low-grade yet unexpected stressors often experienced by humans and that can trigger depressive episodes, compromising physical and psychological health. Previously, using Traumatic brain injury model, comorbid depression anxiety has been evaluated in rats. In CUS, chronic stress resulted in neurochemical neurobehavioural changes resembling those of depressed and anxiety patients. The association between stress, depression and anxiety has long been observed, particularly at the clinical level, where chronic exposure to stressful life events has been associated with the development of depressive and anxious symptoms in certain individuals, under certain stress full conditions. Most CUS may be related to the dysfunction of serotonergic neurotransmission in the prefrontal cortex and limbic system, although involvement for glutamatergic system have also been reported. Several lines of evidence suggest that, depletion of monoamines: serotonin, noradrenaline and dopamine sustained stress could be the reason for anxiety and behavioral depression.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Animals**

Male Wistar rats (180-220 g) were obtained from Hisar Agricultural University, Haryana, India. All animals were maintained under standard laboratory conditions [12 hour light/dark cycle temperature 22 ± 2ºC; relative humidity; 60 ± 5%] in the Central Animal Facility. Rats were given sterilized food (standard pellet chow feed) and filtered water *ad libitum*. Following a quarantine period of two weeks the animals were randomly assigned to different experimental groups.

**Ethical Approval**

The experiments on animal were performed in accordance with the protocol approved by the Institutional Animal Ethics Committee (IAEC) of Birla Institute of Technology & Science, Pilani, India.

**Drugs and Chemicals**

Escitalopram (ESC) and DOV-216303 [(±)-1-(3,4-dichlorophenyl)-3-azabicyclo-[3.1.0] hexane. HCl] (a Triple re-uptake inhibitor, from DOVE Pharmaceutical) were obtained from Glenmark Research Laboratories, India and DOVE Parma, USA. As generous gift samples. The Escitalopram and DOV-216303 were dissolved distilled water. The doses of all drugs were selected on the basis of preliminary testing.

**Biochemical analysis**

**Serum corticosterone level**

To evaluate the change in the HPA axis, we measured serum corticosterone level. Measurement of serum corticosterone was performed using a commercially available enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) kit (IBI, USA) according to the manufacturers’ instructions. All samples were measured in duplicate.

**Measurement of BDNF Concentration**

BDNF concentration was measured using commercially available ELISA kits. Briefly, microtiter plates (96-well) were coated for 90 minute with the samples diluted 1:10 in sample diluents. The plate content was discard after 90 minutes. Then a biotinylated anti-rat BDNF antibody diluted 1:100 in antibody diluents buffer was added to each well and incubated for 1 h at room
temperature. After this the plate was washed three times with washing buffer. After washing, an Avidin-Biotin-Peroxidase working solution diluted 1:100 with ABC dilution buffer was added to each well and incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes. After 30 minutes the plate was washed five times with washing buffer. After this TMB colour developing agent was added in each well and incubated for 20 minutes in dark. Then reaction stop solution was added and the amount of BDNF was determined by absorbance at 450 nm. The standard curve demonstrates a direct relationship between optical density and BDNF concentration.

Pharmacological Procedures

General Considerations for Behavioural Studies

The drug administrations and behavioural screenings were performed between 0900 and 1700 hrs or as per the design of behavioural test. The drugs solutions were freshly prepared in distilled water and administered p.o. (as specified) in a constant volume of 10 ml/kg before experiment. The drug/vehicle treated animals were acclimatized to the experimentation room for one hour before testing.

Schedule for Drug administration and Behavioural tests

The schedule for behavioural tests and drug administration as shown in Table 1 and Table 2. The administration of DOV-216303 (2.5, 5 and 10 mg/kg) and ESC (10 mg/kg/10 ml p.o, daily) were started from day 7 - 21. After 14 days of treatment or vehicle, the first behavioural test was performed. One hour before the behavioural assessment, the rats were acclimatized to testing room, which was free from any noise. The behavioural testing was done post 24 hr of the last dose in order to evade the acute effect of treatment. Drug treatment was continued till 22nd day of the study. Behavioural models, incorporating repeated exposure to stress have been widely used as experimental models for depression12 as stress is thought to play an important role in the etiology of depression and anxiety.

Experimental Design

In this model animal(s) were divided into sham and CUS groups.

Table 1: Experimental Schedule for the CUS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day</th>
<th>Schedule of Stressor</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Cold water stress (8°C)</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Tail Pinching</td>
<td>1 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Food and water deprivation</td>
<td>24 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Swimming (24±2°C water)</td>
<td>20 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Overnight illumination</td>
<td>12 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>No stress</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Tail pinching</td>
<td>1.5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Cold water swim (10°C)</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Swimming (24±2°C water)</td>
<td>15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Tail pinching</td>
<td>2 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>Cold water swim (6°C)</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Swimming (24±2°C water)</td>
<td>15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Tail pinching</td>
<td>2 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Over night illumination</td>
<td>12 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Cold water swim (6°C)</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>No stress</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Food and water deprivation</td>
<td>24 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Tail pinching</td>
<td>1.5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Swimming (24±2°C water)</td>
<td>15 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Over night illumination</td>
<td>12 hr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Cold water swim (6°C)</td>
<td>5 min</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Rest day</td>
<td>-----</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The CUS procedure was performed as cited in the literature.12 This animal model of stress consists of chronic exposure to various mild social and environmental stressors, none of which are sufficient alone to induce long-lasting effects. The stressors used were varied and applied in a different sequence each week (3 weeks) to avoid any habituation. The CUS procedure was applied for 21 consecutive days is shown in Table-1. This paradigm was devised to maximize unpredictability; in that the stressors were applied in seemingly random order and at varying times during the light phase (0900–1700 hr). The procedures were carried out in isolated rooms adjacent to the rat housing unit, requiring minimal handling or transport of the rats. After each stressor, animals were kept in a recovery room for 1–2 hr, following which they were placed in clean cages with fresh bedding and returned to the housing facility. Sham rats were individually housed for the same period of time and were handled daily for 30s in the housing room, but were not stressed. Animal(s) with abnormal behaviour were excluded from the study. All the animals were given uniform stress throughout the procedure. All the rats were subjected to stress so as to induce a traumatic insult to brain region involved in the regulation of depression and anxiety-like condition. Details of stressors are given in Table-1. Post 21 days of study, blood samples were collected in anti-coagulant containing sterile centrifuge
Behavioral Assays Performed Post-Traumatic Chronic Unpredictable Stress in Rats

Open Field Test
The OFT was conducted as described by Kelly\(^1\) with slight modifications. The apparatus consisted of a circular (90-cm diameter) arena with 75-cm high polished metal walls and floor equally divided into 10 cm squares. A 60 W light bulb was positioned 90 cm above the base of the arena which was the only source of illumination in the testing room. Each animal was individually placed in the center of the open field apparatus and the following parameters were observed for 5 min. Ambulation scores (number of squares crossed) and number of rearing episodes were noted as horizontal and vertical activity, respectively. Crossing of a square was considered only when the hind limbs of the animal moved to the next square. Other parameter observed was defecation. The number of fecal pellets was counted at the end of each 5 min. trial. The apparatus was cleaned with ethyl alcohol and dried between trials to remove any residual odour.

Rationale: Measurement of hyperactivity reflects psychomotor effect.

Elevated Plus Maze
The procedure was adopted same as described by Yamada.\(^2\) The plus-maze consisted of two open (50 cm x 10 cm) arms and two enclosed (50 cm x 10 cm) arms surrounded by 30-cm high walls. The four arms were joined by a central platform (10 cm x 10 cm) open to all the arms, to form a plus shape.

The entire apparatus was elevated to a height of 60 cm above the floor. The apparatus was indirectly illuminated with a ceiling mounted lamp (60 W) which was placed 90 cm above the apparatus. At the beginning of the test, the animal was placed in the central platform facing an open arm. The number of time rats enter the open and closed arms and time spent in open arms were recorded for 5 min. open arm duration, i.e., the total amount of time spent by the rat in an open arm; closed arm duration, i.e., the total amount of time spent by the rat in a closed arm; open arm entries, i.e., the total number of entries with all four paws in the open unprotected arms; closed arm entries, i.e., the total number of entries with all four paws in the closed protected arms. After each test, the apparatus was sprayed with dilute alcohol and wiped thoroughly to eliminate the residual odour.

Rationale: Natural aversion to open area, preference of protected and unprotected area.

Socio-Sexual Interaction Test
The present protocol was adapted from that of Bergeron\(^3\), Meyerson and Hoglund\(^4\) and performed with a slight modification. The apparatus for the Socio-sexual interaction test consisted of a transparent Plexiglas box [45 cm (L) x 30 cm (W) x 40 cm (H)] with a black wooden base, illuminated with a red lamp (10 W). 1 cm of husk layer was made over the wooden base. Socio-sexual behaviour was observed from 22:00 to 3:00 h in the dark phase of the illumination cycle. A male rat was first placed into the Plexiglas box to be habituated to the environment for 5 min. Then, a sexually receptive female rat which had received subcutaneous injections of 0.14 mg of estradiol 72 and 48 h before the test and 0.7 mg of progesterone 4 h before the test. The sexual behaviour of the male rats was observed for 40 min following 5 min of male rat acclimatization. The following parameters of socio-sexual interaction behaviour were recorded: starting latency of genital-probing (licking and grooming female rats) and thrusting, number of genital-probing and thrusting and pursuit (duration of male rat following female rats) by male rat. After each test, the apparatus was sprayed with alcohol and wiped thoroughly to eliminate the residual odour.

Rationale: loss of desire was measured.

Social Interaction Test
The protocol mentioned elsewhere\(^5\) was adapted with slight modification as mentioned below. The same apparatus and testing environment as those of the open field test were used for the social interaction test, except that the illumination was milder (15 W) than that of the open field test. On the day of operation, pairs of rats of the same group housed in different cages were put into...
two different corners of the open field arena. The social interaction behaviour including the passive interaction (number of crossing to each other) and social interaction time (s) (grooming, mounting and crawling under the other rat) were recorded for 5 min after placing the rats in the apparatus. After each test, the apparatus was sprayed with dilute alcohol and wiped thoroughly to eliminate residual odour.

**Rationale:** Simulation of human social behaviour.

**Statistical analysis**

All analysis was performed using graph pad prism 5 for windows. All the results of experiments are expressed as mean ± S.E.M. Statistical differences were evaluated with a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) followed by the bonferroni for multiple comparisons. The criterion for a statistically significant difference was fixed to p < 0.05.

**RESULTS**

**Effect of CUS on Body Weight**

Figure 1. displays the effect of CUS on body weight of rats. Body weight of sham and CUS rats was continuously observed till the behavioural tests were started. Decrease in body weight was observed in CUS rats. Body weight gained was significantly lesser in CUS rats compared to the sham rats (Figure 1.). Treatment induced change was not observed in the body weight of sham and CUS rats.

**Open Field Exploration**

CUS rats exhibited hypo-locomotion in OFT. CUS rats showed decreased ambulation \(F_{(9,50)} = 3.42, P<0.05\) and rearing \(F_{(9,50)} = 3.33, P<0.05\) and increased fecal pellets \(F_{(9,50)} = 0.94, P<0.05\) behaviour for 5 min after being put into the open field arena (Table-3). The results of this study demonstrated that, both decreased frequencies of ambulation and rearing were significantly reversed by chronic DOV-216303 (5 and 10 mg/kg) and ESC (10 mg/kg) treatment. Additionally, DOV-216303 significantly reduced the number of fecal pellets. However, the ambulation and rearing in the sham group were not significantly affected by the treatment with DOV-216303.

**Socio-Sexual interaction test**

Socio-sexual behaviour and the effect of DOV-216303 (5 and 10 mg/kg) was examined in socio-sexual interaction test in CUS rats. The starting latency of genital probing \(F_{(9,50)} = 10.01, P<0.05\) and thrusting \(F_{(9,50)} = 3.7, P<0.05\) in CUS rats was significantly increased, whereas the number of genital probing \(F_{(9,50)} = 3.17, P<0.05\), thrusting events \(F_{(9,50)} = 4.7, P<0.05\) and pursuit \(F_{(9,50)} = 3.5, P<0.05\) were decreased as compared to sham rats (Table-4). CUS rats showed significant socio-sexual deficits in the socio-sexual interaction test indicating a core symptom of depression. Chronic treatment with DOV-216303 (5 and 10 mg/kg) and ESC (10 mg/kg) significantly \(P<0.05\) improved the socio-sexual behaviour exhibited by CUS rats, without affecting the behaviour in sham rats.

**Elevated Plus Maze Test**

The time spent and number of entries in open arms by sham and CUS rats, cumulated over the 5-min test was displayed (Figure 2). CUS rats exhibited a significant \(P<0.05\) reduction in the percent entries and time spent in the open arms as compared to sham rats. These results are indicative of an enhanced anxiety response in rats exposed to stress compared with sham control rats. Chronic DOV-216303 (5 and 10 mg/kg) and ESC treatment (10 mg/kg) significantly increased the percent entry \(F_{(9,50)} = 13.10, P<0.05\) and time spent \(F_{(9,50)} = 8.1, P<0.05\) in open arms compared to CUS control in EPM task (Figure 2). Also DOV-216303 and ESC significantly increased the number of entries and time spent in the open arms by sham rats.

**Social Interaction Test**

Duration of social interaction time and number of passive interactions were recorded in social interaction test after being put in open field for 5 min. As demonstrated in Figure 3 unfamiliar pairs of CUS rats showed decreased social interactive time compared with sham rats \(F_{(9,50)} = 7.27, P<0.05\). In addition, CUS rats showed increased passive interaction \(F_{(9,50)} = 7.4, P<0.05\) compared to sham rats in social interaction test (Fig.3). The social impairment in CUS rats was significantly \(P<0.05\) ameliorated by the chronic DOV-216303 (5-10mg/kg) and ESC (10 mg/kg) treatment. The treatment with DOV-216303 and ESC enhanced the duration of inter-
action and decreased the passive interaction of sham rats.

**Effect of CUS and DOV-216303 on Adrenal Gland Weight of Rats**

CUS significantly (P<0.05) increased the adrenal gland weight of rats compared to sham group. The chronic treatment with DOV-216303 and escitaloram (10 mg/kg) significantly [F(9,50) = 24.4, P<0.05] reversed the increased adrenal weight as compared to stressed group (Figure 4).

**Effect of CUS on the level of Corticosterone and BDNF**

Figure 5 shows the calibration curve of corticosterone. CUS rats showed significant [F(9,50) = 6.6, P<0.05] increase in the serum corticosterone levels as compared to sham rats. The chronic treatment with DOV-216303 (5-10 mg/kg) and ESC (10 mg/kg) significantly reversed the increased corticosterone level as compared to stressed group.

**Serum BDNF concentration**

Figure 6 illustrates the effect of the DOV-216303 (2.5, 5 & 10 mg/kg, p.o.) and ESC (10 mg/kg, p.o.) on serum BDNF level. Stressed rats showed a significant decrease in serum BDNF level as compared to sham control rats (p < 0.05). Chronic treatment with DOV-216303 (5-10 mg/kg, p.o.) significantly [F(9,50) = 19.11, P < 0.05] increased the serum BDNF level in stressed rats as compared to vehicle treated stressed rats. ESC treatment (10 mg/kg, p.o.) also significantly (p < 0.05) increased serum BDNF level in stressed rat. On the
other hand, DOV-216303 and ESC treatment had no effect on serum BDNF level in sham control rat.

**DISCUSSION**

The current study demonstrated that, exposure to chronic unpredictable stress developed the expression of depression and anxiety-like behaviours in rats. Diverse stressors activate a wide spectrum of interacting neuronal and hormonal systems that guide behavioral and physiological responses, leading to alterations in behavior, autonomic function and the secretion of multiple hormones including corticosterone. Clinical studies have shown that stressful life experiences are important etiological factors in the development and maintenance of depression and affective disorders.\(^{20,21,22}\) Formerly, hierarchical and segregated concept of depression and anxiety are now viewed as overlapping entities.\(^{23}\) In addition, high degree of comorbid (co-occurrence) depression and anxiety are observed in depressed human patients and the margins between depression and anxiety have become blurred.\(^{24}\) A variety of stress situations have been employed to investigate the consequences of stress and to evaluate the depression and anxiety-like behaviours in rats. As such, a workable model of experimental stress has to incorporate the factors of chronicity and unpredictability of stressors. The experimental design of the current study
fulfils these criteria to induce significant behavioural deficits in rats. Effect of ESC and DOV-216303 was evaluated in CUS induced mixed anxiety and depression in rats. DOV-216303 is the prototype of a class of compounds referred to as “triple” re-uptake inhibitors. Such compounds inhibit the re-uptake of nor-adrenaline, serotonin and dopamine, the three neurotransmitters most closely linked to major depressive disorder.25,7

**Behavioural Deficits in CUS Rats Resembling the Symptoms of Depression**

Persistent exposure to uncontrollable and dissimilar aversive situations leads to behavioural alterations in response to subsequent novel stressors.11,20 The concept of stress induced depression has recently been proposed in light of new findings from animal and human studies. Depression associated with stress involves a number of body systems such as the neuroendocrine and neurotransmitter system as well as the immune system including cytokines and the dysregulation of the HPA axis interacting in complex pathways. CUS causes a temporary suppression of food intake and reduction in body weight of stressed rats as compared to sham rats.27

Open field exploration investigates the stress induced behaviour29 characterized by ambulation, rearing and defecation. When the rats were placed in a novel environment, similar paradigm was observed in CUS rats. CUS rats exhibited reduced locomotor activity in open field test which may possibly mimic some aspects of human psychomotor retardation29, an accompanying symptom of major depression in humans.30 Normal rats generally show increased rearing in a novel open field,
whereas CUS rats display decreased rearing and crossings in a novel open field. The chronic DOV-216303 and ESC treatment significantly normalized the CUS induced behavioural deficits in open field exploration. Through in this test, psychomotor retardation was successfully modeled in CUS rats. Further the additional parameter observed in CUS rats was socio-sexual behavior. Stress can lead to diminished sexual desire. The loss of sexual interest is defined as a core symptom of depression which was a successfully modeled in rat.\textsuperscript{31,32,33} The decreased libido in CUS rats adds to the validation of using this model of depression in the current study. The results of this study explains that, chronic sequential exposure to a variety of stressors causes a substantial decrease in socio-sexual interaction (sexual anhedonia) as indicated by increased latency in genital probing and thrusting and decreased episodes of genital probing, thrusting and pursuits which resembles the loss of interest in socio-sexual behaviour, a core symptom of depression. Socio-sexual behaviour was successfully modeled in this test. The behavioural deficit was effectively normalized by chronic treatment with traditional anti-depressant ESC and DOV-216303.

**Behavioural Deficits in CUS Rats Resembling the Symptoms of Anxiety**

Research work done earlier has explained that exposure to stress can augment anxiety in humans.\textsuperscript{34,35} The tests
used here can be differentiated and described as a model of “social anxiety” (assessed in the social exploration test in rats), a model of anxiety in an “approach-avoidance conflict” (assessed in the elevated plus maze).

In addition to the depression, CUS exposure also produced a consistent increase in anxiety-like behavior. The EPM test has been extensively used for screening of anxiolytic drugs and for exploring neurobiological basis of anxiety and the classical indices of anxiety-related behaviour is the number of open arm entries and the time spent on the open arms. The current study demonstrated that, CUS prolonged the time spent in closed arm and decreased the number of entries to open arm. EPM results suggest that chronic stressed rats, behave more anxiously than sham control rats. Decreased time spent and entry in open arm may be due to the fear of open arm and increased serum corticosterone. It has been suggested that reluctance to explore open arm is caused by fear of open arm rather than the height of the maze. The fear of open arm is mediated by the amygdala itself which is affected by the CUS. This may explain the increase in stress-induced anxiety-like behavior on the elevated plus-maze. These results are in accordance with the previous finding using these signs as stress markers. The results confirm the anxiogenic-like effect of stress in EPM. DOV-216303 and ESC significantly reversed the CUS induced anxiety-like behaviour.

The social interaction test is used for the simulation of social traits in rodents. Impaired social interaction is an indicative test of heightened level of anxiety. Chronic stressor produces limitation in the ability to perform social roles and may interfere with social interaction. Decreased social interaction among the rats indicates the anxiety-like and depression-like symptoms. The most important finding of the current study is impaired social interaction as indicated by diminished social interaction time and increased passive interaction in CUS rats. The results suggested that, these animals are more anxious/fearful due to anticipated stressful event. Chronic DOV-216303 and ESC treatment, significantly increased social interaction and decreased passive interaction in CUS rats similar to that seen in sham group. Further, CUS induced behavioural deficits were associated with the serum concentration of corticosterone and adrenal weight, as both correlate with the stress effect. In the present study, CUS significantly increased the adrenal weight and serum corticosterone. Elevated serum corticosterone could be due to repeated chronic stress leading to the disruption of glucocorticoid negative feedback system which is thought to be the important factor to develop CUS induced comorbid depression and anxiety (Figure 5).

The recent hypotheses of CUS and the mechanism of action of antidepressants include alterations of the neurotrophic factors, particularly of BDNF. Reduction in BDNF shows the chronic stress-induced depression and anxiety disorders. The ability of BDNF to cross the blood-brain barrier suggests that blood BDNF level may directly reflect BDNF levels in the brain. Chronic, but not acute, SSRI treatment by increasing 5-HT neurotransmission causes an increase in BDNF expression. Moreover, the majority of studies report decreased serum BDNF levels in depressive patients, suggesting
that blood BDNF levels could serve as useful biological marker for improving depression treatment. Antidepressant, increasing the level of neurotransmitter like 5-HT, stimulates the expression of BDNF, and BDNF enhances the growth and survival of monoamine neurons. Hence, we assessed the serum BDNF protein level that may be mediating the therapeutic effects of DOV-216303 in the CUS model. In this investigation, CUS rats showed a significant decrease in serum BDNF level as compared to the sham control rats. Treatment with DOV-216303 reversed the CUS-induced alteration in the serum BDNF level, which suggested the action mechanism for the antidepressant-and anxiolytic-like effect of DOV-216303.

The chronic drug treatment reversed the CUS induced neuro-endocrinal changes. Although the precise mechanism of CUS induced behavioural deficits remain unclear, the involvement of serotonergic and dopaminergic dysfunction in pre-frontal cortex and hippocampus following chronic stress are implicated in depression and anxiety. The current data do not directly address the question of which particular neural areas are involved in CUS. However, limbic areas like the hippocampal sub-fields, lateral septum and central amygdala are particularly vulnerable to damage.

Though the availability of several types of antidepressant and anxiolytic drugs are more, but their is steady rise in the prevalence of depression and anxiety due to stressed life style. The present study constitute an extensive behavioural data characterizing the effect of CUS and action of escitalopram, on behavioural features resembling the sequelae of psychiatric comorbidity following CUS. The CUS for 21 days resulted in the development of comorbid depression and anxiety-like behaviour. Escitalopram and DOV-216303, a Triple re-uptake inhibitor significantly reversed the behavioural deficits induced by CUS. The effectiveness of DOV-216303 in CUS induced comorbid condition was increased due to addition of the dopamine component to serotonin and nor-adrenaline transporter blockade, but further studies are needed to substantiate this point.

**CONCLUSION**

Owing to the role of the neurotransmitters serotonin, noradrenaline and dopamine in depression and anxiety, the triple reuptake inhibitor DOV-216303 was evaluated in above mentioned CUS associated disorder. In view of the fact that animal models and predictive tests symbolize only one or few of the symptoms of psychiatric disorders which are commonly revised and their pathogenesis being revisited, it is necessary to conduct neuro-chemical investigations to purport CUS rat as a model of comorbid depression and anxiety and to examine the molecular mechanism of DOV-216303 in CUS induced depression and anxiety.
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